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Bazany, Lattin, Hammer Win Campbell Competition
By Ellen Marks
Winners of the Sixty-Fifth Annual
Henry M. campbell Competition were
announced on Monday. after four teams
made final arguments. MichaelA. Bazany.
Jr. and Margaret A Lattin. representing
the United States, and Peter Hammer. also
representing the United States. took first
place in the competition. The teams of
Mark E. Boulding and Robert E. MaJchman. and ofJ osephS. Berman and Martha
LeeJames, finished second. Approximately
300 people attended the arguments. the
culmination of a year-long event.
A distinguished panel of judges. in·
\ited by Dean Bollinger. heard the final
presentations in the competition. Mr. John
H. Pickering, a senior partner in the Washington. D.C. law finn of Wilmer. Cutler &
Pickering, presided over the court. Pickering is a graduate of Michigan Law School.
and, according to Dean Bollinger. "probably its mos t loyal alumnus."
Judge Arnalya L. Kearse. a U-M law
school gradua te who Is now sitling on the
United Sta tes Court of Appeals for the

The opportunity to see well-prepared
Second Circuit. and Judge Kenneth W.
Starr. of the United States Court ofAppeals advocates argue before a knowledgeable
for the D.C. Circuit, represented the fed- bench was not lost on the students who
eral judiciary In heartng the arguments. attended. "I wish this had taken place
Judge Starr is about to become the next before we had to do our case club oral
Solicitor General of the United Slates.
arguments.· commented frrst-year Kathryn
The adjudicating panel also included Dessayer.
Dean Bollinger and Professors Jerold Is·
A closed reception and banquet folrael and Samuel Gross.
lowed the final arguments on Monday
The teams argued the validity of a eve rung.
government freeze on the assets ofa doctor
In a speech during the banquet. Judge
who had been indicted by a grand jwy for S tarr acknowledged that the fmal arguillegally selling prescription drugs. The ments were "the culmination and consumfreeze made it impossible for the doctor to mation ofan extraordinary amount ofwork.•
He addressed the current state of the
pay the attorney of her choice to represent
her In her upcoming criminal trial. The legal profession. ·our profession . .. has
doctor was the petitioner in the case. while been under considerable criticism ... for a
the United States was the respondent.
substantial period of time .... I am corning
The two questions argued were whether to the view that much of the criticism of the
legitimate attorney fees are e.xempted from profession Is misguided.·
criminal forfeiture under the ComprehenJudge Starr also addressed the imporsive Forfeiture Act, and whether restraint tance of hones ty when facing the bench.
and forfeilure of attorney fees violates the "The sole thought I want to leave you with
U.S. Constitution. The cons titutional tonight [Is} the virtue of candor," he said,
question was added to the competition complimenting the competitors on their
during the semi-final round.
responsiveness to questions from the bench.

Edwards Condemns Racism in
American Sports
By Clinton Elliott
Dr. Hany Edwards. a noted sports
sociologist and professor ofsociology at the
!:ni\·ersity of California at Berkeley. was at
the Law School last week to deliver three
lectures e ntitled 1lle Politics and Economics of Sports and Blac-k America.·
Delivered in the wake of Mlchigan·s
'•lctory in the NCAA Basketball Championship. Edwards spoke at length on the role
of black athletes In American society and
the relationship between sports and the
mtemational projection of soclo cultural

values.
Edwards. who serves as a special assistant to the ComrnlssionerofMajor League
Baseball and a staff consultant to both the
San Francisco Forty Niners and the Golden
State Warriors. charged that modem college athletics is a racially exploitative system the consumes the talents and competitiveness of black athletes in a modem day
"plantation system.· with blacks in productive roles and whites acting as overseers and administrators.
In his first lecture. called "Sports, Politics and International Relations.· Edwards
sought to outline the evolution of political
considerations In international sports
competition. He insisted that sports and
politics are indistinguishable at the international level and that the Western countries have attempted to monopolize the
projection of favorable images while denyIng the role of politics in sports.
According to Edwards. this contradiction became unworkable when. in 1952.
the Soviet l.inion and the Eastern Bloc
states decided that they would advance
their political and ideological agendas
through excellence in international sports.
J
plloto l>r Cll.otoll !l!Tott
On the race issue. Edwards said that
Harry Edwards. a sports sociologist and blackAmerican athletes began using sports
professor of sociology at Berkeley. makes as a forum to express their political cona point during a lecture In Hutchins Hall
See SOCIOLOGIST, page SEVEN
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·cases are won on the merits [not on
litigating strategy} If the judges are in fact
doing Uleir jobs,· he added.
Dean Bollinger also complimented the
student competitors. stating that "it make
those of us on the faculty who see you
perform very proud of our student body.·
~inety-three students had originally
entered the quarter-final round of the
competition. while 27 s tudents representing 16 teams advanced to the semi-final
round. The quarter-finals required submisslonofabriefwllli a 10-page argument.
while later rounds allowed a 25-page argumenL
The S. Anthony Benton Awards for
best briefs were also given at the banquet.
Jerry Decker and Charles McPhedran won
for best brief submitted in the quarter-final
round. while MlchaelBazany and Margaret
Lattin won the award for the semi-final
round.
The Henry M. Campbell Competition is
supported by the Detroit law firm of Dickinson. Wright. Moon. VanDusen & Freeman.

A Farewell to Staffers
This issue of The Res Gestaeends our
publication for this academic year. It also
marks the last issue for our third year ~tali
members. Therefore, we·d like to share
some parting words about them.

I

Heading the graduation list ts J ohn
"Jocko" Knappmann. Jocko served the
RC as Managing Ed.ltp~ (or tile 1988 calendar year. Be&ldes adding new entries to
the English language. Jocko lent both
ntrwsp\\per C.'q?Cdence. gained while editor of (he Mc8ilgan Journal (U-M Dearborn). and colorful ties to all around him.
\HealSl)lson~ o{oprmp~t dlllgentdevotees
<>f Dark Cas tle and :R9g.ue.
Don Wheaton has handled many assignments at the RC. Reporter. colum- 1
rust. cartoonist. layout person. second
baseman: Don approached whateverwork
asked of hlnl cheerfully and skillfully.
Tim Connors has challenged all com- 1
ers with hts crossword puzzles the last two 1
years. His quiet dependability was appreciated by s tudents and many an editor.
Lisa Batey wrote a great deal for the
RC her first two years at ~lchlgan. Her
good nature and front page stories will be
remembered.
Robert Malchman lent his insight. good
humor and durable pitching arm to the RG
this year. When not hanging around with
newspaper types. Robert spent his leisure
hours at the Journal ofLaw Reform
l\e.xt year's crew \\ill once again ha\·e
Paul Czarnota as editor-in-chief. Lisa
Greifenberg and Stephen Tsal return as
business manager and features editor,
respectively. Other positions ofgreat trust
and responsibility will be decided upon as
the fall semester commences.

~-----------------------------

-----------~
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SFF Sets New
Funding Record
The Student Funded Fellowships finished
off this year with a nother record set, garnering over $43,000 from the student pledges.
Students averaged $90 a pledge, and the diligence of the SFFboard solicited promises form
around 50% of the student body. This result is
partly attributable to the wilUngness of Michigan to give to charities. It is more the result
of hard work of the SFF in personally contacting students for pledges. This time intensive
work pays off, but has its price in human time
requirements. It attests to the committment
of the members.
It is surprising that the faculty here at
Michigan does not have such a committment
to public interest. We often here of their
support for non-traditional employment. Yet
only about 15 members donated to SFF, and at
an average amount of only $50. It is embarasslng that students who will make around
$5,000 in a summer will donate twice as much
as their teachers, who make at least 10 to 20
times their salary.
The results of the drive will now net a base
pay for the fellowship ·recipients of no lower
than $250 a week, with the possiblUty of
ensuring the 55 students $300 a week, depending upon work-study money available.
That funding rivals what some first year students make in a summer.
Pledging money to SFF is a personal thing,
though. If you want to suport public interest
law, know that the board handles the funds
scrupulously and takes their duties seriously.
Be happy that your money pays colleagues to
work in public defender offices and in legal
assistance groups for fannworkers . If you
have a nice paying job for the summer and
didn 't donate, still be happy. You will be
working, getting valuable education, and much
needed cash! You can really start considering
how you will pay off your massive loans, pay
the summer rent and maybe even how you will
be able to afford next year's textbooks.

An Interview With LSSS President John Moore
LSSSPresidentJohnMooresatdownwithRGEICPaul
Czamota and Opinion Editor Rob Goldberg for a pre·
election interview. Due to the fact that the RG could
not get the interview printed before the election, we
now print this still-relevant discussion. Note that the
initia ls RG refer to the paper, not Mr. Goldberg
necessarily. The notation (PC} does refer to comments
made by Mr. Czam.ota.
RG: What would be your number one goal to accom pllsh?
JM:For the Senate as a whole, I'd like to continue !the
current focus) ... Danlelle Carr has done a really good job
this year In keeping the Senate fairly well organized and
doing a good job of equal delegation. I thought U1at was
really lacking my first year one the Senate. The thing I
would like to see done Is get the administration to give a
little and start letting lin) a little more s tudent Input.
especially in some of the committees. I'd like to see the
loan, as you're applying for loans, that they would siart
lowering the age of some of the people. I understand some
of the students in their 30's, they s till have to show their
parental income on their forms. and I think Michigan
should be able to have a money drive or something to try
to build up their funds so that they're more comparable
with Yale and some of the other schools that are much
more generous with their fmanclal offering. especially with
tuition continuing to rise. I think the student could set the
Senate Ito work on this). Although we couldn't directly
pass somelhJng. I lhJnk we could obviously be a focal
point.
RG: What do you see as the role for the Senate. in general
and specifically, how to broaden It for the next year and
focus on lhJngs?
JM:I think the Senate. since we're supposed to represent
the student body groups, and they're been dolng that fairly
well this year when they have complaints, Like the FBI
coming and s tuff, It's important to put together a frontal
attack, more or less, ... get direct Input. and I think the
Senate Is taken maybe more seriously sometimes as being
for more people than lf It were just an Individual group. I
don't thlnk they make light of the group. but I think not
only the Senate agrees with them, and whether that's right
or wrong. maybe they think It's more a general student
consensus. I think the Senate that way can put forward.
RG: Let me ask you what you think about the relation the
Senate has with the administration. Do you feel it's been
a good relationship: has theSenate gotten goocl Input from
the administration on various type of Issues?
JM: I think we h ave a fairly good relationship. I think Dean
Bollinger appears to be a fairly open person. I know
Danielle was always in touch with Dean Sue !Eklund) as
far as money and other aspects. Obvious ly, the administration has power that they're not going to give up to the
studen ts. and perhaps they shouldn 't sin ce they're here

year· round, year after year. I think overall it's a fairly good
relationship: It's not too antagonistic.
RG: Wha t's the best thing the LSSS has done for past yeru:?
JM:I think one of the nicer things ... was the faculty
auction. Simply. I think it showed some initiative on the
Senate raising money for charity, and it was a fairly good
natured event.
RG:Did the money go to charity?
JM:Part of it went to charity, and the other went to the
student organi?.atlons. I think next year if we do it again,
which I hope to. we'd put it all towards charity. But as a
first year. you know, we raised over a $ 1000 despite all the
flak. Plus ... I personally don't know all that many faculty
members here. You know you don't really meet that many.
I think It's nice when you get a chance to start fmding out
who some people are ...
RG:What·s the biggest mistake the LSSS made this year?
JM:I don't think we've made any. !Laughter) No, ... Well
maybe the fact that they didn't give all the money to charity
may have been just a lack of foresight.
RG: Do you feel that the level of charity and community
involvement the Senate had this year was too low. too high.
or It was a good commitment?
JM: I think it was a good start. It was probably too low, that
you can always do more. We also had the can food drive,
I know that the RC helped with it. I mean compared with
the business school and the dental ... we rai.s ed a lot more
cans than any of them ... but there's a lot of things that
can go for it. and I guess the tropics party is going for that
annual donation for this year so there's a lot of things. you
know, the student body I know gives a lot to SFF. .. . So
I think our student body is willing to give money to the
worthy causes.
RG:You've sat through the budget process for two years
nowwith the Senate. Whatareyourcommentson how it's
evolved over those two years?
JM: I thought we did a much better job this past year
following the guidelines. First year they didn't necessarily
follow the guidelines. and I think the guidelines are fairly
well written in that they don't penalize a group for being
small. The idea is If you're a ctive, you get more: which I
think Is a much fairer way of doing it so that numbers don't
dictate the amount of money. I think groups need to be
more aware of what the guidelines are so that when they're
ma ki ng their budget out they don't waste our time and
theirs by asking for things that we cannot finance .. . {I wish
groups would prioritize] .. . I know that caused a big flak
last year. and I didn't see why, and I didn't see the misun·
de rstandlng. It's a really helpful process, and that Ify ou 're
as king for four things that are comparable in money, and
we know you'll only get two. you know it's only fair to ask
you which two you'd prefer to have. In that way everybody's

See INTERVIEW, page FIVE
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Environmental Law Needs a Professor
By Paul Adelman
Three years ago, Michigan was considered a top
school for environmental law. Now, In the absence of
Professor Joseph Sax. who left Ann Arbor for Berkeley In
early 1987, our former status in the field Is rapidly
evaporating. If the law school cares about this. which it
ought to, it needs to pick up the pace in finding and hlring
a full time. tenure track environmental law scholar.
However, given the law school's policy of hiring scholars
with little concern for the field they are scholarly in, this
presents a problem.
There is an illusion that top-ranked national law
schools such as Michigan do not, in general, teach topical
law. In reality, however. they do teach topical law (with the
topic being corporate, "mainstream" law). Unfortunately.
this happens by default - there really doesn't seem to be
any sort of plan or scheme for what a legal curriculum
ought to look like.
One field that any law school with an eye toward the
future ought to cover. in abundance,is environmental law.
~ot because I happen to believe that environmental Jaw is
more important than. say. the 20+ courses taught here
that are as much business and economics courses as they
are law courses. No. It's simply because our world has
been overwhelmed by environmental problems that are
expanding into a major sub-field of Jaw.
So, a very real need exists for thorough environmental
training. Over the next 50 years environmental Jaw will
become as big a field as corporate Jaw is now (remember, ·
you read it here first). Whole firms are already doing
nothing but environmental law. Nearly every firm has
some type ofenvironmental practice. So we are not talking
about the fringes of legal practice, about hippy-lawyers
earning $12,000 a year. Environmental Jaw is now bigtime, mainstream, pin-stripe. Wall Street stuff. It's still
growing frantically, and nobody sees anything but con tinued exoans ion far into the future.
Michigan first offered a bona-fide environmental law
course in 1968, when Professor Sax came to Michigan. In
1969 there were two environmental law courses. In 1971,
there were three. In 1975, with the arrival of Professor
Philip Soper, students could chose among four environmental Jaw courses, as well as clinical programs offcampus and a joint-degree program with the School of
natural Resources. In 1978, there were six courses. the
off-campus clinks. the joint degree and externship oppor-

tunities. This continued through until about 1983, when
the Natural Resources Law Clinic, in Ann Arbor, was
added. When Professor James Krier arrived, also in 1983,
he added even more depth to the environmental law
curriculum.
The current offerings pale by comparison. There is a
single course each by Professors Krier and Deveney.
Professor Deveney is not. by background, trained in
Environmental Law. Clinical Assistant Professor Marc.
Van Putten runs the clinic and teaches a seminar. The
clinic, however, takes only six students at a time, and is
under the auspices of the National Wildlife Federation.
Since NWF Is Professor Van Putten's primary employer, it
Is understandable that he has a limited ability to be
available to students. Professor Soper is no longer teaching in environmental law. further deepening the void left
by Sax's departure. All in all. it is safe to say that the Jaw
school's environmental offerings has been devastated over
the past several years.
Not surprisingly. the program. if I may call it that, is
not even close to being adequate. First, it is oversubscribed. There is a very strong. and ever-growing student
interest in environmental Jaw that simply is not being met.
Second , Michigan has (or perhaps "had" would be a better
word) a national reputation in environmental law, and
therefore ought to strive to remain a leader in the field.
Finally. the program not only has the program not expanded as both the field and s tudent interest in environmental law have grown. it has actually shrunk, as noted
above. So. we are faced with the perverse situation of the
whole world running one way while Michigan runs the
other.
All this hurts the law school, both in terms of its
reputation, and its ability to teach students. The process
of faculty hiring. which seeks out people and not topics,
does not benefit the school in this situation. Typically, a
void In a soecific le!!al discipline is onlv filled if there is

to get left behind and to deprive students of needed
expertise.
Waiting five or ten years before hiring an environmental Jaw professor will unequivocally result In Michigan
being foreclosed from ever being anything but a mediocre
place to study environmental Jaw. By thattlme, the Peoria
YMCA Night Law School will have a stronger environmental law program. Environmental law is no longer a
fringe topic, and should no longer be treated as one. The
Jaw school is simply not making enough effort to get an
environmental Jaw professor. We should be actively
seeking a "lateral hire" -getting a top-notch scholar currently at another law school.
This Jack of interest in bringing the environmental law
program back up to par is particularly odd given the strong
history of student interest in environmental law at :v1ichigan. Students interested In environmental law look to
Mic~igan - I know I did. The Michigan Environmental Law
Society is one of the most active in the country. and one of
the law school's most active and popular groups. It
founded. for instance, the National Association of Environmental Law Societies, which now counts a third of all
the Jaw schools in the country as members. There is no
question but that the student interest is there. Equally. I
think that there is no question but that student Interest
will continue to grow into the futu re.
I admit that Michigan was unusual in having a strong
individual program such as it had under Professor Sax.
Undoubtedly there was never any plan for Michigan to
become a leader in the field of environmental law. After all,
top ten schools are places of general legal brilliance. not
specific topical concentration. But planned or otherwise,
we established a reputation in the field. If that reputation
dies. neither students nor professors interested in Environmental Law will be interested in Michigan, and the
school will be foreclosed from ever being an environmental
Jaw power. If there is anv field in which national promi-

someone who Is absolutely stellar and who happens to
teach that d iscipline. It is not the other way around: they
don't seek someone specilically to teach in a certain
discipline, and then hire the most highly qualified person
In that field. The prevailing attitude is that if Michigan has
to wait five or ten years until Mr. or Ms. Right comes along.
then that's okay. Sure. that may be a good way to get the
best person, whatever the area of study. In a rapidly
growing. evolving field, however, it Is also a good way both

nence could benefit a Jaw school. that field Is environmental law. Michigan had. and could have again. such
national prominence. It Is one thing to attempt to build a
program from scratch, but quite another to Jet a previously
existing one dwindle down to nothing. This. added to the
fact that environmental law Is the single most important
field on the legal horiZon. makes a telling case for the Jaw
school to take immediate steps to regain Its former national prominence in environmental law.

A Better Reason to Play the Lottery
By Don Wheaton
Recently the Michigan legislature scuttled a plan to
raise the state sales tax 2¢ on each dollar, thereby reducing local property tax burdens. Its ostensible purpose was
to promote more equitable funding of public schools
around the state.
Currently a problem exists In Michigan where many
public school districts are underfunded because they have
a more burdensome school population than the property
tax base on which they rely for s upport. The Detroit Public
Schools are a prime example: per-student spending is
woefully inadequate, especially in comparison with wealthIer districts. like many Oakland County school systems.
The theory of the "tax-tradeoff" was that the revenues
from the extra 2' In the sales tax would go to equalize the
disparity in spending between wealthy and impoverished
districts. The public and most critics. however, were not
persuaded. You see, they have heard the song-and-dance
before .
Back In 1973, the Michigan State Lottery was trumpeted as the savior of the schools. The idea was that the
proceeds of the lottery would be channeled into the State
General Fund. The primary beneficiary of monies from the
General Fund was to be state funding for public education.
Sure enough. lottery monies from the General Fund
have become the primary funding for public education In
this state. However, if you read that last sentence care-

fully. you will find the "catch" in the superficially sound
plan: the State's spending on public education has
decreased with each year's corresponding increase from
lottery funding.
Simply put, the state has shirked its responsibility to
spend money on public education. The state has relied on
the gambling mentality of its citizens to fund education.
While that reliance is an intelligent SUPPLEMENT to state
spending. the legislature has successfully siphoned off
state tax revenues to other projects.
If the state had maintained its spending on education
at 1973levels, Michigan's public schools. including local
systems and state universities and colleges, would be
unequalled in this country. Instead. the state has been
content to watch its local school systems decline, both in
quality of instruction and student performance. This state
also has the dubious distinction of having a state university with the highest in-state tuition of any in the coun!Jy.
and all its colleges and universities must raise their
tuitions yearly at a stifling pace.
Moreover, in the late '70s , the Headlee Amendment
was passed amidst great fanfare. Designed allegedly to
limit property tax increases. as a practical matter, it's done
squat to keep taxes down. With this in mind, it is no
surprise that most citizens opposed a 2~ tax increase.
especially since the revenue to be raised was unrestricted
- the legislators could spend it anyway they wanted, once

they got their greedy paws on the loot.
There also was no firm guarantee that property taxes
actually would decrease proportionately. Although property owners are crying for relief. especially since the
staggering increases In home assessments this year, most
folks weren't willing to trust their state and local pols with
a "new"tax ·swap.·
Because of the lottery and the limitations of Headlee,
the public justifiably regarded the tax swap as a thinlyveiled increase. But its defeat did nothing to resolve the
disparate funding problem that gets worse all the time.
What should be done? First, the state legislature
should be compelled to increase Its level of spending on
education, instead of putting the lion's share of the burden
on the lottery and General Fund. Second. the State Board
of Education must be more activist in Its supervision of
Jess affiuent districts. to ensure funds are being spent
prudently and efficiently. Third. and most importantly.
parents and property taxpayers must take more interest in
their local school systems to ensure that their money Is
being spent wisely and for the maximum benefit of school
kids in their systems.
If these actions do not take p!ace. the people can only
expect that their schools will continue to decline. will a
corresponding reduction in quality of instruction and
performance.

THE WINNER IN 44. STATES
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The RG Interviews John Moore
Con tinued from page 1WO

happier. and that's the whole basis for having priorlUza·
uon. 1was surprised there was a flak over It last year.
RG:The way it worked out last year. do you think anybody
got too much or anybody got too little?
JM:I don't know. That will all depend If they use it. A lot
ofUmes the groups ask for It and then, for one reason or
another. the involvement isn't there or something major
happens. plans cancel. That's kind of annoying. and it
seems to frustrate the decision making ... but 1 thought
concerning the high number of requests we had, and the
fact that we had less money than we did before, 1 thought
the Senate did a fairly good job.
RG:Why did you have Jess money than you did before?
JM:The year before there'd been a surplus.
RG:Is the student fee we're pay right now a good amount.
too little or too much?
JM:I think it could go up. My understanding Is that it has
not been increased in a few years. and I'd love to see It go
up tf we could agree to get the, not the law school
administration, but the university administration to start
gMng us our computer hours. I know Colin Zick has been
doing a good job on the computer committee. and I think
we're not getting anywhere near our due recognition as a
top llight law school that brings a lot of recognition to this
uniVersity. I think it's ridiculous that they won't give us.
.. I think that we've got like a $200.000 a year total. That
seems to be a sizable amount so tfwe could Increase It, and
could guaranty to start getting some of our other money
back. I think it'd be helpful .... the more money we have,
the more that gets out.
RG:What would you like to get it raised to?
JM:What is it. $10 now? I don't think a $51ncrease In one
of the semesters would be outrageous. It would be $5000
or $1100 more to get it oul though. and I think that's a
reasonable consideration. Maybe If one faculty member

could agree to keep the same book for more than one
semester In a row. people wouldn't be s tuck either way.
RG:Do you feel that there was more padding going on by
groups who are submitting a plethora of events. when
really they only want a couple. but they figure If they
bombard you with eight or ten. you'll cut a few away. and
you'll give them more funding overall?
JM: I really don't know on that. I'm not an active member
of any one of any other group so I really don't know if they
did do that. The social committee, I thought. put in really
pretty much a ridiculous budget. although I do think
they've done a really goodjobof comlng up with new ideas
other than the same old stale parties, like the games day's
coming up. and they're gotng to have a party with that. I
think like the comedy night and the casino night went over
really well. It's nice that it's that. but It's also kind of
ridiculous to come in asking fori think it was$18.000. I'm
not sure if that's right. but It was an extremely. . .
RG(PC):Thal's what I remember also.
JM: It was an extremely large number. and I know they had
good Intent. but they honestly should have known that
there was noway. and it wastes a lot of time trying to figure
out then what you don't want. and it's kind of annoying.
RG:Are you a member of any other student groups?
JM:No.
RG: What Is the amount of money the Senate gets each
year: approximately how much from student fees. how
much from other sources and how much from Dean
Eklund?
JM:This year we got $28,000; the year before we had
around $35.000. As far as I know, Dean Sue has a mythi·
cal pocketbook. and she comes out with money and I don't
know tf there's a set amount we're guaranteed; ... I don't
know what her contingency fee Is. that she can sometimes
give us and sometimes can't, but for the two years I have
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Thir d Year Law Students:

TIRED OF LECTURES?
TIRED OF HIGH PRICES?
SWITCH to Nord Bar Review and
your deposit to another course will
be credited to you.
NORD is a self-sufficient study
course- no lectures; study in your
own home or office.
PRICE is $485.
100% SUCCESS r ate for MI grads on
the MI Bar.
Contact: Eric Luoma (3L}, Student Representative , 74 7-1095.

betwe en $28.000 a nd
$35,000.
RG: So now we get. we being
the student body. what we
pay in with our fees . ..
JM: We get the fees .. .
RG: We also get money from
the video games in the Lawyers Club?
JM: Right. Video games are
already around $2500 this
year. so I think It can probably bring ln around $3000 a
year.
RG: Do we get anything from
the vending machines?
JM: We get half of the vending machines in the Lawyers
Club, which aren't big money
makers there, and now we get
the pool tab le. and we tried
raising money through the
alumni clothes sale. Hopefully. if I'm elected. we won't
do that next year, because It's
a lot of hassle and we don't
raise as much, and then you
have the problem of worrying
whether you are sending our
a quality product. and the
alumni president was not real
pleased that It was going on,
anyway.
RG: Was any money raised
from the Student Directory?
JM: I don't have the figures
... I don't remember off hand,
either. We should have at
least broken even. [Discussionofdirectoryandadvertlslngl Is the RG going to accept

..:::::= =================================================::::::1 advertising from Baker and

Mackenzie?
RG:We haven't even discussed the issue yet. Are they even
coming here next year?
JM:No. Well. I don't think It has fmally been decided.
RG:Well. if they are allowed to come here. then we'll accept
their advertising.... Let us ask you: should Baker and
Mackenzie be allowed to interview here next year?
J M: I would think not. I think. In that situation. it seemed
an extreme abuse and It would call for a cooperation
among the top law schools ... I could see In a lesser
situation, although anydiscrlmtnation if you go with huge
degrees. but maybe one that could be taken as an offensive
remark or not could be left up to the school. but I would
support us going to the fmn and saying. "Hey, look. this
Isn't proper; we're going to agree with Chicago and say no
for a year. ·
RG:Do you agree with the FBI ban?
JM: Not as strongly. It doesn't bother me that they were
banned. seeing as I'm not going to be Interviewing with
them. anyways. from a personal level. ... I would like to see
... a grievance procedure. I would feel a lot more comfortable. because it seems right now It's totally in Dean
Bollinger's hands. and I don't know if he"s gotng to let some
student input go in.
RG:Sessions coming to speak here [on Senior Day)?
JM: I don't ha\·e any problem with that. I was really
surprised that Dean Bollinger had him come. Seems to
show a little lack of insight on the concern that it was going
to cause. Ifyour going to get the man, not the organization.
there's no problem. But It also seems strange that you
would. after banning an organization. and we haven't
banned many organizations. If you ban one It seems
strange that of all the possible speakers ln the world you
would pick the head of one. I don't know if was llylng to
make a s tatement or not. but tf I were a third year. I'd
probably~moreupset~thepos~billty~adlsru¢~

graduation ceremony. .. . I think that Irs fine that they
Invited h im; I think that It j ust showed a lack of insight.
RG:The percentage that Is s pent now for the parties and
the sporting events: Is It too low. It's flne. or It's too high?
J M: I think the sports committee. the amount they're
getting. is fine. They've done more events ... !think sports
Is one the most active [committees) and think that It's been
well run by Kevin {Woodhouse) and the rest of his commlttee. so I think they deserve the money they get. ... I think
It's very good. As far as social. It's another area where more
people are willing to attend. so for that reason I guess that
they are active, and that does meet one of the criteria. so
I think they proba bly get maybe a little more than they
should, but it's, you know, dealing with money put In a
small budget. It's touch and go. Obviously. I have been to
more social and sports functions than I have been to some
of the other group's speakers.
RG: Is there any movement by any of the student organizations to say that they aren't being funded enough. not
saying that you give too much to Social and Sports. but
Social budget alone is about 1/ 4 ...
JM:Correct.
RG: ... Is there any feedback from the groups that they
don't have enough money?
JM:Yeah, I guess when look at the budget process and the
fact that we're having It cut obviously shows they were
sincere that they want more money to do more things.
There has nobody saying 'hey, why did social get so much'
that I remember.... It all depends on the groups..... Some
organiZations just don't ask for a lot of money.... It's a big
help that the RG Is off the Senate budget. My understandlng Is that the RG used to be one of the main draws on the
fund and. of course. I wouldn't mind having you under our
total. dJctatorshlpcontrol [laughter) It was also nice to you
guys In a little bit of trouble [more laughter).
RG{PC}: Well. you know it's never a dull moment around
here.
JM:Exactly.
RG: Let me ask you about the elections. You had to reopen
the deadline to tum In petitions: you did get at least one
candidate for each office .. .
See PRESIDENT, page SIX
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For Sale or Rent

Congratulations to Laura Wyckoff on her Thank you to everyone who read my ar- kitchen, washer & dryer, large living room
recent engagement. They're dropping like ticles this year. They were a pathetic outlet w/frreplace. 5 min. walk to law school,
I used to avoid developing a real personal- great landlord. $312/mth, includes heat.
files.
Ity but it was fun while it lasted. Love, the Available August 20, 1 yr lease (1989
B.J.: I had a great Ume on our imaginary late great Steve Olson
summer sublet option). Call Joan at 769date. although It doesn"l compare to the
1071.
real thing. Please. don't make me "beg"! Thanks to Evil Usa for her Impeccable
work on the personals this year. She does Summer Storage: Store you stuff at our
Loveslave
a great work for a Sicilian (the correct house. Available from Finals period through
S.O.: What's with the second-hand offer? spelling}.
the frrst week of classes In the Fall. Cheap
You "break up· with my roommate (or did
rates. Call 769-5707.
she dump you?), and you expect me to be S.O.: Typing in a personal to myself is sort
rebound material? I do have some stan- ofstrange. Ifthislsyourwayoftryingtoget IBMPCCompatlbleTandy 1000EX(51/4"'
dards (contrary to popular belleOI But on my good side, it's not working. E.
Drive, 256K) with Amber Monitor. a Ninethanks for the offer anyway, I'll keep It in r.=========~=~~ Month-Old $750 System for $495. In
mind if I'm ever looking to "drop like a fly"
eludes Sofiware (MS-DOS. GW-BASIC.
(Don't be sick!). Evil
.
Word Processing. Spreadsheet. Database.
• Paint. Communications) and Manuals.
Thanks to everyone who wore a black Summer sublets at the Phid House!! Have Steel String Folk Guitar for $95. Dorm Rearmband last Thursday to commemorate your own spacious room. fully furnished, fridgerator for $35. Call 764-9009/Victor.
the end ofOrel Hershlser's scoreless inning T.V., VCR, sundecks galore-one block from , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - streak. M.F.

II For Sale or Rent II
~~~~~~:tl~~~~~t~:;.contactBob

ATIENTION: ASPIRING BODY BUILDERS!
Reach your full potential. Experienced
trainer seeking clients desiring fast results. No weights. no calisthenics, no
·magic formulas·. and no drugs. Call Don
"Get the baroffmyneck"West-668-1810.
Hans & Franz say: "Ze best voorkout you
vill ever glt lz spotting Don Vest!"

Large modem furnished 2 bedroom apartment, a/c. laundry. parking. security building. 2 blocks from Law School. rent negotiable. 769-2763.
Male or female roommate needed to share
3 BR house with two 3Ls. Spacious. eat-In

1st and 2nd Year
Law Students:
UNSURE OF WHERE YOU
WILL END UP?
SIGN UP for NORD Bar Review
NOW, pick which state
LATER.
BENEFITS include course outline,
$100 discount, and a price
freeze.

Contact: Eric Luoma (3L}, Student Representative , 74 7-1095.
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The 1989-90 Quadrangle. the law school
yearbook. has arrived! Pick up your copy
this week from 10:30 to 2 p.m. a t the table
In f10nt of Room 100. A few copies are still
available for purchase for $25. Stop by the
table or ln Room BlOC Hutchins Hall.
Family Law Project volunteers: Thanks for
all your help. End of year party Friday.
Aprtll4. at 4:00. Details on the FI.P office
door.
CORREC110N: Last week's edition of The
Res Gestae stated in the Stanley II. Kaplan

Educational Center's advertisement that
the deadline for signing-up for its bar review course was April the 29th. The correct
deadline is APRIL 28, 1989. The Res Ges·
tae apologizes for the error and any inconvenience or confusion it may have caused.

New LSSS President Speaks
His Mirtd
-

Continued from page FIVE
JM: Is anyone runnin~ for the BOG spot for

2nd years?
RG:You brln~ up a sub-point: did you just
decide to resign?
JM:You don't have to resign, we cherk In
the constitution last year and it's a two year
spot and the Idea Is that there Is always one
second year and one third year on the BOG.
... Ijust thought it was ridiculous to have to
go through the expense and the time each
time you have an election ... Ifl lose. then
I'm out both ways. I just resigned myself.
RG: Back to the general apathy. Do you
see this as a reflection back on the student
body of being generally satisfied with the
job the Senate Is doing. do you see It as
pointing to some lacking on the Senate's
part?
JM: I don't think it's contentment. Maybe
it's a mandate that they like the people they
elected the first Ume. but I doubt that too
I think part of the blame lies on the RG in
my opinion. Last year, the RG covered
every Senate meeting and there was at
least a small column on eve!)' Senate
meeting. So whether you cared what they
were doing or not. you probably saw what
was happening. especially \vith the sum
mer starler session being closed, that was
being covered very well. So it was well
documented that the Senate was meeUng
e\·ery week and they were doing it. This
year the RG doesn't come to most of the
meetings ... sometimes there will be blurbs
or general mentions. but there is no where
near the specilks that were there last year,
so I think that there was just a general the
Senate was less well publicized. The third
year spots I think there is a lot of apathy. I
mean It's your third year. perhaps yow· last
chance to party before you get in the real
world, so there Is not a lot real big interest.
... As fa: as whetherwe nowy people enough
about the elections. I think we do about as
much as we can about putting up the
signs. putting things in the docket. ... A

lot of people probably assumed the same
people would be running again that are on
the Senate now; when they found out they
weren't it was kinda late to get in a petition.
.. . nobody likes to get beat. so why go
through the hassle?
RG: ... part of the reason we were able to
rover the Senate more fully last year was
that we had people who were interested in
goln!! and covering the meetings. Partly It
was nol any slight or any statement on the
Senate that the RG was not there as much
this year. but that we could fmd people'.)
go who wanted to cover it. ... for a while
there we were almost ...bribing sta1J members to f!,o and write.... Also, until the last
month or so. there hasn't been a whole lot
happening at the senate meetings.... As a
generalover-archingprinciple though. there
have been. as far as I'm concerned. generally ~ood relations between the Senate and
the RG ... But what if the paper and the
government didn't get along. How would
the senate get news out to the students?
JM:Well. we do make use of the Docket on
evel)1hing. We always have people putting
information into the Docket. The problem
Is deadlines, like the RG wanting a Sunday
night deadline and we meet on Monday, we
have a little problem. I guess if !we) get in
a fil.!hl it makes for a little more spicy
reading. There are other ways. the pendaflex system, but it just takes more time....
we rould see if the Senate has the power to
impeach the leader of the paper. but I don't
think we'd have any power.
RG: In fact. didn't that get removed from ...
JM:Yeah, I think it got removed from the
constitution last year.
RG:... at Reid Rozen's request because
even if the Senate voted, the RG would
!ignore It)
JM:Then we'd start a vicious campaign
!against you)
RG:Isn't that's what's going on right now?
!Laughter)...
RG: Alright, super John. Thanks a lot.
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Securities Economist
Discusses LBO Concerns
By Colin Alberts
Several dozen people gathered In Room
:00 last week to hear a leading government
economist discuss the effect of highlypublicized mergers and acquis itions on
.tnerican economic and public policy.
Kenneth Lehn. chief economist for the
Securities and Exchange Commlsslon.
celivered the inaugural address in a continuing series sponsored by the law finr: of
clark. Klein & Beaumont. He presented a
lecture entitled "Leveraged Buyouts and
Public Policy.· During that address, Lehn
emphasiZed the increasing Congresslom:;
attention directed at such high-profile
uansactions and t.he possible consequences
:>fsuchactivitieson the structure ofAmerican industry.

l'l:uto by Clinton t:Utotl

Kenneth Lehn, chief economist !..>r the
SEC, talks about mergers. arqulsl.lons
and public policy.
Citing a "mystique about the notion of
corporate debt,· and other popular mls·
conceptions. Lehn noted that as a result of
the 1987 stock market crash. and also of
!!lOre recent corporate mergers and acqui;:tions. most notably the H. J. Reynolds
::uR) buyout of last year. public attention
bas been more acutely focused on the
~!:liquitous phenomenon of mergermania.
::e was, however. careful to distinguish
=etween Leveraged Buyouts (LBOs) and
::1ere mergers.
Describing mergern1ania as a product
cf the 1980's and the relaxed anti trust
enforcement of the Regan administration.
:.ehn defined the phenomena of Leveraged
3uyouts as ·any corporate control transaction in which substantial nmounts of debt
are substituted for substantial amounts of
eqUity.•
In LBOs stock Is still Issued by the
subject en terpiise, whllc a tran sfcr ofcontrol
<r.ses through the creation of new debt.
Congressional interest has been sparked
~;these transactions for two reasons. First.
:!:ere Is the sheer size of the deals (the RJ R
byout cost $25 billion. for example) and
second. because of the notoriety of the
;;:oducts Involved. Lehn wryly noted that
:::any Congressmen were drawn to the RJR
~stion because of constituent concern
a•erthe fate ofOreo cookies. an RJR prod't;cl

Nevertheless. Lehn felt that most
Congressional critics are ·more concerned
about the 'L', than the 'BO', In LBOs",
because it Is the issue of debt rat11e r than

actual take-overs which are of main con·
cern. Few Congressmen are comfortable
with transactions that saddle corporations
with monolithic debts.
He suggested that those who are con cerned about high profits being made at
the price of fundamental competitiveness
are insufficiently acquainted with the effect of LBOs on a subject corporation's
production cost schedules.
An estimated $400 billion in stockholder gains have been created in the period 1977-1988 from LBOs. Responding to
the charge that those gains are not crea~'>ns of real wealth or increased operational efficiency. but are illusory. Lehn
sought to rebut the charge with a number
of arguments.
He said that combining corporate assets entails the spreading out of resources
wilh a lessening in fixed costs. LBOs also
ha\'e the effect of making cost schedules
more efficient. and often result In large
reductions in extravagant corporate perks,
Lehn explained.
To the particular fear of Senator
Bentsen and the Senate Finance Commit·
tee that LBOs are effecti\'ely gigantic tax
havens. robbing the U.S. Treasury of bU
lions In lost revenues. Lehn suggested an
alternative view that the consequent Increases in capital gains taxes from LBOs
help to offset the possible revenue loss.
Another concern Lehn addressed was
the effect ofLBOs on employees. He admitted that the public perception Is that layoffs are the Immediate consequence of a
takeover, but cited economic studies which
suggest that ths increased takeover activIty of this decade and the overall•lowering
of the unemployment rate may be linked.
In any event, Lehn expressed a belief
that in most cases "It Is the economics of an
industry, rather than the takeover per se.
which will dictate strategic changes lin
employment!.·
A complaint often made about LBOs is
that they drain valuable resources away
from research and development needed to
keep America competitive. But Lehn
pointed out that these transactions do not
generally occur in industries with high
research and development costs anyway.
Those industries which have the highest
amount of LBO activity (e.g. food processing. textiles, TV and cable concerns) are
those which would not in any event be
expected to have large research and development e.xpenditures.
Before beginning a question-and-answer session, Lehn noted the popular
misconceptions about the massl\·e corporate debt created by LBOs, and cautioned
people not to make the "mistake of equat·
ing corporate debt with household debt or
government debt.·
Moreover, Lehn noted that the difference between stockholders (traditional
capital sources) and bondholders (the
'new' creditors) is merely the varying claims
they have on the company's assets In e.xchange for giving it capital. He found it
·unfortunate that the lexicon of corporate
debt. .. creates overreactions... and some silly
erudition."

Sports Sociologist Hits Racism
Continued from page One
cerns In during the Civil Rights Movement
of tl1e 1960s. During that time. black
athletes became reluctant to remain hapless pawns In the International media
machine of American sports.
Great athletes such as Muhammad
All. KareemAbdulJabbar and many others
used their athletic prominence to demand
greater rights and social equality for black
Americans.
At the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City,
Tommy Smith and John Carlos, .who were
medalists in a track and field event. raised
their fists in widely-recogniZed symbol of
Black Power.
For this action, there were barred from
International Olympic competition for life.
Edwards maintained that ti1eir gesture
offended the American sports establishment and contradicted the idyllic notion of
race relations in America fostered by the
international prominence and success of
black athletes.
In his second lecture, entitled "Race
and Sports.· Edwards said that sports in
any society substantially recapitulates the
structure of that society. In this regard. It
is to be e."<pected that American sports
would reflect the racist character of the
American occupational and opportunity
structure.
For instance. he noted that black
Americans are disproportionately concentrated in low-paying, low-authority jobs,
while white dominate the managerial structure of most occupations.
Sports in general and collegiate athletIcs In particular duplicate this distressing
scenario. He maintained that black ath·
letes are only recruited and given scholars hips In footbai.J and basketball programs
because these programs are revenue generating.
That is. the black athletes fill stadiums

like Michigan Stadium and Crisler Arena
with avid fans who pay top dollar for entertainment. According to Edwards, these
athletes. who are denied a decent educa·
lion or even meaningful participation In
undergraduate student life. are ·nothing
more than 20th century gladiators.·
Moreover. Edwards charged that black
athletes In revenue generating S;Y>rts serve
to finance scholarships for wh!te athletes
and jobs for white coacl1es fn Sj)Orts such
as badminton. swimmlngandoU:crs, where
very few blacks are offered playing oppor·
tunlties, let alone coaching opportunities.
He said that black Americans had to
move to stop the exploitation of black athletes at predominantly white institutions
because whites seemed unmoved by the
problem and ·no other community" would
allow someone to exploit some of their
fmest yot:r.g people, discard them and
return the follov.'ing year for another batch
of talent.
In his final address. called "Education
and Sports,· Edwards said that cheating
had become so pervaSJ\'e In the ':\CAA that
it was Irrational not to cheat. He malntained that the ':\CAA has a mere 60 investigators charged \\1th upholding the mtegrityof':\CAA regulations a member lnsl!tutions.
Moreover. he explained that ·ecent
incidents. such as the d1strlbulior. cf racist
flyers around the Michigan campus recently. were the respo~slbihty of President
Duderstadt. who Is vested with presening
the sanctity of the University's educational
environment.
He said that the Athletic Department.
which received as much as $1.2 million
and national fame largely as a result of the
e.xerUons ofblack athletes. should sponsor
a reward for Information leading to the
apprehension of those Individuals responsible forcreallnganddlstrtbuting the flyers.

photo by Tom Lullo

Members of the Slugger softball team 0. to r.) John Arts. Clinton Elliott. Mark
GotWeb. Da\·e Whitcomb, Rick Brandon, John Mueller. Eric Mitnick. Ke\1n Conroy.
a nd Jim Eardley rest after the University of Virginia Softbal! Tournament. The
team went 3-3. SmeU the Glove, the other Law School team. ftnlshed third overall.
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Fe atures
A Trip Through Parking Hell
By Robert L. Jones
With all the concern about the various problems a t the
Jaw school. there is one which has received little atten tlon.
All around. people are leading quiet lives of desperation.
silently bearing their burdens upon their lncreaslngly
stooped shoulders. They don't trouble those who live at
the Quad or within walking distance of the s chool. Of
course I'm talking about those poor souls who live ofTcampus and must drive to school each day. Those
students must endure one of life's most horrible of expecences: the parking hell of the Univers ity of Michigan.
My story Is one I'm sure many people share. I live ofTcampus and have about a fifteen-minute drive to school
each day. I enjoy the drive which Invariably Improves my
mood. But as I approach the school going north on State,
my stomach begins to tighten, my eyes begin to dart back
and forth. I glance at the clock which reads 9:45. Good.
Jifteen minutes to.find a spot. I whisper a quick prayer and
begin the firs t orbit.
I call parking at the law school "orbiting" because
more often than not I simply circle the quad. desperately
attemptlng to land my vehicle In a comfortable spot. Often.
cirCling endlessly in my compact car, I Imagine how the
first astronauts mus t have felt.
The first approach is up State street. This Is the prime
area for parking; a row of cars Unlng both sides of the
street. Today. not a single space. The street is packed with
cars, half of which are covered with parking tickets. Tow
!he stupid. things. I plead s Uently to no one ln particular.
I heave a sigh and tum right on Monroe Srreet. To my
light Is the faculty lot. There a re only a handful of spaces
avaJlable to s tudents but they are the pick of the areathe eight-hour meters requiring no frequent vis its to pump
quarters. Of cotirse they are full .
Now I notice other cars around me, their drivers also
searching. Together, we circle the school like a pack of
•'llltures. all competing for the same piece of meat. My
mouth s Ups into a feral grin as I contemplate depriving
them of the spot I will get. I la ugh insanely.
My head swings furious ly from side-to-side as I head
past Dominick's, s canning both s ides of the s treet at once.
'Jllngs are beginning to look bleak. I manage to remember
to stop at the comer before turning left. Buslness majors
leap out of the way as I screech down Tappan. The cars
~lissfully parked on either side seem to mock me. Their
scorn drags my foot down harder on the accelerator.
The trip wes tward on South University Is the worst
;:wi of the orbit. You can't park on South U.. and the time
loss grates upon me. I reach State and walt to tum left. I
start a slow sweat. Time is gett(ng short.
The best time to find a space Is about nlne minutes
after the hour as the previous class period ends and many
students leave. Normally. waiting untU then would be all
nght; I would be only a few minutes late. But this semester
lS different. I have a professor renowned for chewing up
and s pitting out students who are late. To be late is to ris k
?Uhlic humiliation and disgrace. I won't menllon thls
professor's name. but it rhymes with Kale Yarnlsar. Belng
Ja:e Is out of the quesUon. Deathfll'stl
Along State are the dreaded two-hour meters. There
m often spaces here but I take them only as a las t res ort.
ASlO ticket demonstrated to me that when It says "limit
:>f two hours." It means it. If I park here I must move my
car before Corporate Finance. Almost thankfully. there
are no open spots. I can postpone the decision.
Finally. I reach the last of the prime areas to park.
7urntng right on Monroe takes me behind the South Quad
and down the cul-de-sac. Sometimes one of the under&tads living in the dorm will take their car to some distant
dass leaving a hole In the line of cars llke the gap in
Letterman's teeth.

I s tart ln s urprise as I prepare to tum. Another car,
coming up Sta te. turns onto Monroe ahead of me. The
competition has in tens !fled. I was here ftrst. I want to
s cream. The young woman driving the other car smiles
apologetically as I turn onto the street. right behind her.
1 consider u sing my hood-mounted machine guns. but
know I cannot. The remains of he r car would block the
road and I'd never find a place. I grimace as the other car
slides Into a n open spot. the only one in the row. I gun the
engine down to the cul-de-sac and violently t um my car
around. Orbit one has been completed unsuccessfully.
At Urnes like this I wonder why I even considered law
school. much less Michigan. I set my odometer one day
on the approach and when I had found a spot. I had driven
FIVE MILES! Maybe they s hould put in bold letters on the
applicallon for admission: DONT EVEN THINK OF PARKING NEAR TilE LAW SCHOOL. Maybe I can sue them for
negl(f]ence in not wamCng me of the dangers . .. .
Time flows quickly as 1 circle the law school again and
again. cleverly changing my route each time to catch some
unsuspec ting parking space unawares. 9:55 comes and
goes. Each mlnu te that passes drives me even harder. I
put in a RUSH tape to comfort myself. Finally, at 10:03,
with a mere two mlnutes to go. I see a lone student getting
into his car. I stop, signal my intention to take his place

One Law Student's Driving
Obsession
and wait. The student opens his door, throws his books
onto the other seat, seats himself. closes his door. buckles
his seatbelt. combs his hair. adjusts his mirrors . reads a
book, knits a sweater, AAAAAARGH/!1
Finally. he pulls out and I zoom into the cherished
spot. My face flushed with vtctory. I leap out of my car and
start forclng quarters Lnto the meter. Of course, It's nearly
broken and I have to work for each minute it grudgingly
surrenders. Then, I grab my books and run for the nearest
entrance. Taking the stairs two at a time, I make It to room
220. my Hrst hour class. The hall outside is s ilent, so I look
at my watch. 10: 10 it says. I am late.
Indecision sets in. Do I enter or not? After all. some
people miss class every day. I\te missed only a few classes
all semester. Besides, I was up all last night playing
computer games. I haven't read the cases. anyway. I
weigh the negligtble value of attending this one class
against the quite substantial humiliation I know I will
receive if I open that door. There really Is no choice. I give
up and head for the library. Parking hell has claimed
another victim.
[This is purely a flcttonal account. Mr. Jones never
misses First Amendment and would neuer go to the libra ry
instead of class. H e would never spend all n(f]ht playing
computer games, either. Really. We mean iL -

Eds.]

An Optimist Strikes Back
A First-Year Student Takes a
Prematurely Fond Look Back at Law S chool
By Ellen Marks
As this year winds down I can't say that I'm not

looking forward to a vacation. In fact. as exams approach
I will probably be reduced to whining and kvetching
about how much I hate law school. So before I become a
whimpering brat. I thought I should clarify how I have
really felt about the whole experience.
I like law school. I know. I know, that's disgusting.
I don't like It all the time, I probably don't even like It most
of the time, but being absolutely honesti can't think of
anyway in which I would have preferred to spend the last
eight months (December excepted).
A numberofpeoplehave asked me why I went to law
s chool. My usual responses are "It seemed like a good
Idea at the time,· and 1 didn't have anything better to do
\vith my life.· There are times when I wonder if the fact
that f\te stayed is stmply a function of inertia.
My friend Janet is a senior at Northwestern. She's
going to law school in the fall. When I saw her over Spring
Break. I put my hands on her shoulders, looked her in the
eye, and said "Don't go. · She said "Don't do this to me.
Ellen. I'm going.~ I told her I realized that, but that next
year. when she wants to scream "WHEI\ I TOLD MY
FRIENDS I WAS GOING TO lAW SCHOOL WHY DIDNT
ANY OF1HEM STOP ME.· she won't be able to say I didn't
warn her.
I have to admit. however. that there are the times
when I'll talk to my best friend from college and s he'll tell
me that I love Ithere. Shesaysshecanhe.a rlt in my voice.
I reallze that it is completely unacceptable to enjoy
your first year of Jaw school. and I've tried hard not to
admit that I have. But I suppose that, realizing how
painful the next few weeks are going to be, I wanted to
record whatever positive feelings I currently have so that
I can be blackmailed with them later.

After reading Scott Turow's One I... I expected every·
one here to be a competitive cutthroat who would be too
busy studying to actually form friendshlps. But I think
I\te made some of the closest friends here that I've ever
had. When you have the fl u and four different people call
within four hours to see if you need anything. you Just
can't complain that law students don't care about anything but grades.
With as signed seats. law s chool often feels more like
junior high school than graduate school, so we feel justified ln behaving as though we were twelve. We giggle.
We pass notes. We even considered bringlng in a
squtrtgun with which to wake our dozing comrades, but
my aim wasn't good enough.
In ofT hours. I can go into the RC office and lis ten to
the Editor in Chief slng "High Hopes· ("just what makes
that little old ant, think he can move a rubber-tree
plant"). watch three debates between staff members
without ever figuring out what's being debated. and play
CrystalQuesl on the computers. (That's not all I do in the
office. but it's certainly the best part)
As to s tudying - well, maybe I shouldn't mention
studylng. It's not fun . It's time-consuming. tedious. and
frequently dull. But It's also necessary. I Just keep
telling myself that ifi intend to be a lawyer. it would help
if I understood the law. And those moments whe n I really
do understand the law make the lime spent at least
tolerable.
When I leave here in rnld· May. it will be with average
grades. but my grades have been average before. I will
know enough law to be able to do the research required
in my surruner job. More tmportantly. though. there are
a lot of people I'm really going to miss. And when I have
trouble sajing goodbye a t the end of year. I'll know that
in an odd. masochistic way. I belong here

'
''''

A sentiment we can all agree on, I'm sure. And it doesn't have to end because of
graduation! Keep that feeling alive, without the threat of final exams looming over
your head, by subscribing to the Res Gestae. Mailed directly to your home or office,
the RG will keep you informed on how things have (or haven't) changed in Ann Arbor, Mich., while you continue to enjoy favorite features such as "Law in the Raw",
crossword puzzles that Einstein couldn't solve, and commentary you've come to
expect from Ann Arbor's Oldest Law School weekly. All this for the low, low price
of $10 per term. Or, if you prefer, order one full year of the RG for only $15. That's
a 25% savings!! So do something for yourself. Subscribe to the Res Gestae.

Yes, I'll take one semester of the
RG at the low price of $10.
I'll go one better - give me one
year of the RG for only $15. I
realize I'll save 25%.
Send this ad and a check payable to the Res Gestae to 721 S. State Street, Ann Arbor MI 48104.
Or drop it by the RG pendatlex in Room 300, Hutchins Hall, if that's more conv~ent.

Name:---------------------------------------------Address: ------------------------------------------City:_ _ _ _ __ State: - - - - Zip: _ __

T~ephone#:~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sports
Who'll Win The '89 Baseball Campaign
America's team Is also aided by a scheduling quirk
By Steve Olson
Hello. My name Is Steve Olson and I write sports which has our boys playing their first 36 games against the
bush league squads of the Eastern Division. This will
articles for 'The Res Gestae.
With the end of the term upon us. I have decided to enable our heros to build a huge lead and never look back.
come full circle and create a certain warped symmetry. Hooray.
The topic of this article shall be major league baseball, the
The squad closest to the mighty TWtos' buttocks will
subject of this journallsrs first submission to the RG. be baseball's third-best team. the Kansas City Royals.
Thus. this article will begin as did that long-forgotten piece Missouri's team has a legitimate past, present. or future
:rom those innocent days gone by: This Is an article about all-star at euery position. one of the top three starting
baseball. This is a newspaper about law school. See the rotations In the game, and a new attitude showtog none of
rorrelation? Me neither.
the racial tension which plagued the squad in 1988. Ifthey
~y colleague. Mr. Colin Zlck. made a remarkably {and
had a closer they could wto it. and they might do it anyway.
.mnecessarily?) thorough and comprehensive analysis of
This leaves the best team In baseball fittingly in third
:he entire major league scene last week, but I know there place. Unparalleled arrogance and Dennis Eckersley's
.snothing of greater interest to law students on the eve of lead walrus-like fall to earth will leave the Oakland AthletInals than the baseball prognostications of amateurs.
Ics with a long winter to buy new cars and ponder wasted
Thus, at the riskoflessenlng the standards ofjournal· potential.
stic e.xcellence the Res Gestae has established over the
The Texas Rangers could probably win the AL East.
JaSt three weeks. here are this lacrosse lover's predictions but will finish fourth In the West just ahead of the vastly
or Baseball '89:
Improved Chicago White Sox. In the upset of the year. the
neville Martners will vault past the pesky Angels toto sixth
First to dispose of the Lesser League.
The National League East: The eminently annoying place. a mere 57 games behind the division winners.
Special World Series prognostication: The Reds and
:nd unjustifiably arrogant New York Mets could not
IOSsibly be as good as their equally annoying and arrogant new manager Tommy Helms defeat the Twins in four
seudo-fans believe. One would be tempted to pick slraight games.
.gainst this whining rear-end of a team. but there doesn't
Now enjoy baseball '89, It will be the last real season
eem to be another club in this division capable of winning for awhile. I s hould have known 1989 was not going to be
5games.
a great year when I saw my parents dancing to Whitesnake
The pick Is therefore the Expos for no apparent at a New Year's Eve wedding reception. A few days lateran
eason, with the nauseating New Yorkers second. the event of even greater monumentally tragic proportions
usillanimous Pirates third. lhe cadaverous Cardinals was confirmed: CBS had signed an exclusive four year .
)Urth, and the cowardly Cubs fifth, with the flaccid net work con tract to broadcast baseball beginning to 1990.
hillies bringing up the rear. Quite the In-depth analysis,
That's right. th1s means the one man who has done
more to ruin the enjoyment of American sport than any
.uh?
The rambunctious Reds should finally win the N.L. other will be entering broadcast booths to Fenway. Comi7est, and let's leave Pete Rose alone for awhile, o.k.? Any skey, Tiger Stadium. and even the glorious Meirodome.
1an who's had to live with that haircut for as long as Mr.
.ose has been punished enough already.
The gruesome Giants will slip Into second place ofthis
Jmparatively strong dMsion, followed by everyone's trendy
hoice. the pungent Padres. Fourth place should be
.,·allowed up by the abominable Astros as they edge out
Je decomposing Dodgers In a batUe between two "How the
eck do these guys keep wlnntog?" squads. The Braves
fJ finish sixth. Enough said.
Continued from page 1WELVE
On to the Major Leagues.
The Milwaukee Brewers wtll back their way toto the sure how long this fine feeling of camaraderie would last.
tle of the pitifully pathetic and dreadfully awful Ameri- but even If it was only for this one day It would be worth
an League East by losing 25 of their last30 games, while the patn.
I certainly was not the only one experienctog pain and
~e second-place Blue Jays lose 27.
The remarkable Detroit Tigers should pick up third I am sure some were to more discomfort than I. {Later we
~ce as Sparky Anderson w111 once agatn get his players would learn that one of our teammates played with
) perform at twice their abilities. (What Is two Urnes zero?) cracked ribs.) Some todefatigable members of the Panther
The fourth place Boston Red Sox will recover from team had even played to the coed competition during the
1eir off-season scandals and quickly realize they don't break between games. Nevertheless. everyone was ready
for the final encounter. Both the {BLSA men's team)
~have much talent. The Cleveland Indians should
!tt.le into fifth place and could make a serious run at Panthers and the BLSA coed team had advanced to their
l:rd. But then It's no great accomplishment to win 75 respective charnpionshlp rounds, which it Itself was quite
an accomplishment.
ames.
The talJles turned for the Panthers from this point on.
Finally, the once proud New York Yankees will slither
:eir way toto sixth place. but not before fighting off a An unexpected schedultog problem had the Panthers and
ertous challenge from the upstart young Orioles, who will the BLSA coed team playing simultaneously. This meant
that the Panthers had to jockey players from the men's
nally wither to the sauna that Is Baltimore to August.
:--low to the finest division In baseball, the AL. West, game Into the coed game thoughout the championship
!d by the second-finest team to baseball. The Minnesota confrontation.
This made thtogs all the better for our opponents. the
\;ins. The Twinkies are led by undeniably the greatest
.:!-around player In baseball, Kirby Puckett. baseball's Scabs. Yes, the Scabs. winner of last year's tournament.
oest {and greediest) pitcher, Frank Viola, the finest third and desttoed to repeat. They appeared to have no weak.aseman. Gary Gaetti, the fattest first baseman, Kent nesses at all, with the exception of their choice of a nan1e.
lrbek, the most bortog manager. Tom Kelly. and baseball's The Panthers. too thinly spread and not well enough pre·
pared, were thoroughly trounced by the conquering Scabs.
!ast knowledgeable fans {as I am proving here).

An In-Depth RG
Sports Analysis

Brent Musburger will be broadcasting our national pastime. General Sherman had a less devastating effect on
the South than Musburger will have on baseball.
Perhaps I'm being melodramatic. but this Is BASE·
BALL. gosh darn it. For generations NBC. through Its
Games of the Week. broadcast the sport with pride, class,
and respect for the tradition that Is unique to baseball
alone. Now we are left with the prospect ofMusburger and
his fellow clowns coming to and broadcasting the game to
a circus atmosphere of pure show business Idiocy. as they
do with football on NFL Today {although CBS would be
hard-pressed to find baseball commentators with the
analytic abilities of Irv Cross and Dick Butkus).
One consolation Is that Musburger and his announcing partner {probably Johnny Bench If both of their egos
can fit into the same booth) will be broadcasting only 8 to
12 regular season games a year. But this. of course.
means that we v:ill be treated to the same wide variety of
teanlS recently shown by ABC on Its regular season
broadcasts: :--Jew York versus Los Angeles one week. L.A.
vs. ~.Y. the next. followed by the Metsagatnst the Dodgers.
But then again we probably won't have a 1990 season
anyway tf the owners carry through with their lockout
plans. Thank goodness for small favors .
So make the most of this 1989 season. Wllh CBS
broadcasting the World Series, the end of Ufe as we know
it can't be far behind.
That's It for this term. For you third-years. It's been
a pleasure. Now go out and make this world a better place.
Yeah, right.
As for the rest of you. I'll be back next year, cranktng
out articles. I can't guarantee they'll be as entertaining
and of as great toterest to you all as this one, but I know
there will always be someone ln the RG office to keep me
on the straight and narrow. Enjoyment Is way overrated,
anyway. God bless us, every one.

Football Teams Battle for
Honor & Glory
The BLSA coed team was also vlrllml7.ed In their champ!·
onship bid, so both teams h.,.t ''' ,, 11le for second place.
The Scabs are without doubl llu· '''" ~chool's best in '89.
{But walt 'ttl next year.)
Touch football can involve a gn· ... t t.-,,1 of phvslcal
contact and Itis a perfect environmenlJot •• 1111,.., ~ "' tlare.
Fortunate ly. during the tournament cooler lteaus prevailed, and all potentia l physical altercations were avoided.
There was one special man out on the field during
these games. and he took abuse more Urnes and from more
people than anyone else. He managed to remain cool
under frre from all sides and finished the day with the same
calm resolve that he started with. That u nsung hero was
Brian Klem{?). the JMF referee. A man among men whose
sense of control helped make the tournament a total
s uccess.
I am p~ud to be a member of the BLSA football team.
The men who make up the Panlfwrs are great people in
victory or defeat. as are those who make up the BLSA coed
team. Third-years on the team are on their way to make
a mark In the world. They are people of strong character,
and continued success is bound to be theirs. I am honored
to have played on the same team with these people. as well
as all the other BLSA team members. and I am glad that
I was able to compete with many of the law school's "war·
riors of the gridiron.·
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One Participant Looks at the La w
School's Touch Football Tournament

All's Fair in Love, War & Football
By Tony Tunnell
Like many law students, my life Is dominated by
attending classes. contemplating exams. and juggling an
overblown workload.
Recently. I had the pleasant distraction of parUcipat·
ing In the Law School football tournament. The tournament was superbly organized by Mr. Kevin Woodhouse,
who deserves high accolades.
I played with the BLSA men's team. who are affectionately known as the Black Panthers. I thoroughly enjoyed
playing with the Panthers because we share a common
bond that seems to reflect a sense of kinship.
Every team in the tournament has Its special story
and this ls my View from the defensive line of the Panther
team.
We met our first opponents. the Thna Fishers. and
immediately an Intense battle ensued. The Thna Fishers
played \vith remarkable zeal and dogged determination. In
the trenches on the frontline. the Panthers dished out
severe punlshmen t to the 'lUna FYshers 'linemen and they
bounced back as though we were hitting them with a
feather. (Well. maybe a big feather) . Every time our team
turned up the Intensity a notch, the Tuna Fishers were
ready to meet the challenge. The defensive battles dominated and the game remained scoreless throughout the
first half. As the game progressed, I found It hard to believe
that these consummate warriors. locked in battle. were
actually only law students just having a little fun. Finally.
the Panthers conquered the Thna Fishers. securing their
first Victory. But this was a hard-fought battle and the
Thna Fishers had taken the Panther team to the very limits
of Its members' physical talents.

~

I

Game #2 proceeded after a few minutes' res t and
The second win put the Panthers in the championship
before we could tend to our wounds the Panthers were on and an hour break was provided. I took the opportunity
the field again. When I refer to wounds I do not use the to go home and share the team's success with my wife.
word figuratively. There were bloodstains, bruises. and (Hopefully. I could get a little sympathy for my wounds,
twisted joints.
too.)
Our opponents In Game #2, (I think they were calWhen It was Ume to go back, I secretly wished that I
led We Use Steroids, but they may have been Them) were at could stay home In the safety of my wife·s arms. But. with
a distinct disadvantage. They had developed their game Ice for my swollen forearm. pads for my battered knees.
plans on a seven-man scheme and were told at the start of and some medication for a busted lip, I headed back to the
this game that they could only field six. Their game plan game field. I realized at this point that my passion for the
and plays had to be scrapped and modifications made on game h ad strangely disappeared. What now fueled my
a play-to-play basis. Despite these problems. the Steroids return was the knowledge that the team awaited. I was not
entered into combat with a
See FOOTBALL, page ELEVEN
Panther team which had~---------------- - --- -- - - --~

Meet y0 ur
deadl.lnes

II
I
demons - almosteveryplay I
weemptoyedwassuccessfu!. 1
The offense performed at a I
level beyond belief. The Ster- I
reached an emotional peak
after Its first taste of victory.
The Panthers, although hurting physically. played like

oids were in a hopeless situ·
ation. but they remained
stalwart while facing a fierce
onslaught. The Steroids are
true gentlemen - It takes a
special kind of character to
playastheydidlnsplteofthe
disadvantage they were
saddled with due to the game
rule. My hatls otT to them all.

I
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Law in the Raw
Wonder If the Clerks Writ e the Rejection
Letters, Too'?
We at LITR have often detailed the horrors of interviewing with Jaw flnns. r\ow,in an attempt to expand our
coverage. we deal with the horrors of applying for a
judicial clerkship.
A recent applicant was greeted by this wonderful
letter, with euphemism translations (in brackets):
"Dear Law Clerk Applicant:
The class of 1990 will clearly be a Vintage one for law
school graduates. The task of selecting Jaw clerks from
such a promising array of talent has indeed been a
dlfllcull one but 1 have made my selections and personally advised the successful candidates. [Catch the hinL
1 nuked you))
lfi have Interviewed you,Jet me thank you for coming
ln. I enjoyed meeting with you all. (Boy,l'mgla.d aU those
interviews are done with./
If I have not had the opportunity to meet with you,
please accept my apologies. The large number of wellqualified applicants has made It impossible for me to see
you all. {Yes, I didn't call you to come interview. I did U
on purpose, and I hope I hurt your feelings. Don't you
realize that there are bushels of people I would rather
haue clerk f or me, or euen talk to, than you?]

Please also excuse the impersonal nature of this
response but I am sure you will appreciate that Ume
simply does not permit a more individualized response.
{Here, haue some salt for that wound./

I wish you all good luck as you embark upon your
careers. {Don't euercontact me again. I can't wait to get
you in my court, so I can screw you ouer again./

Very truly yours,
(Roy Bean
Law West of the Pecos)

An anonymous, and weary, clerkship applicant

Imagine Her at 65!
\.

In the course of representing constituents, senators

By Colin Zick and Tom Pasternak
often are called upon to do little things for the constituents: passes for White House tours, a flag flown over the
Capitol. a local youngster Into West Point. etc. Some go
beyond the call of duty and actually Visit their s tates.
While one a recent Visit back home. one senator attended
a senior citizens luncheon. and held a raffie. That raffie led
to the following letter:
"Dear Senator,
God bless you for the beautiful radio I won at your
recent senior citizens luncheon.
I am 85 years old and live in the county home for the
age (sic) as all my people are gone and It's nice to know
someone thinks of me.
God bless you for your kindness to an old forgotten
lady.
My roommate Is 95 and always had her own radio b ut
would never let me lis ten to it. The other day her radio fell
otT the table and broke into a lot of pieces. It was just awful.
She asked if she could listen to mine and I said. 'F- you.·
Sincerely.
Mabel Willlams-

LII'R'sjaoorite source

Erie'? Who Starts at Center for Them'?
Prof. Matasar's Jurisdiction class has been overcome.
like the rest of us, with hoops fever. No. they didn't flip a
taxi over. But their affection for basketball showed In this
recent exchange:
Matasar: ·can a nyone tell me the twin rules of Erie?"
He was greeted by nothing but silence.
Again he asked. "Does anyone know what Erie stands
fm1 Again. s ilence.
The wily Matasar tried another approach, "OK. how
about one of the two rules?"
You could hear the sound of a Glen Rice jumper
burning the nets over the silence.
Undaw1ted. Matasar tossed a Job, "Does anyone know
what the score of the Illinois game was?"
Overheard in Prof Malasar's class

If The Environment Is As Bad As His Writing,
We 're All In Trouble
Legal writing often ls known to be overblown, confusing. full ofjargon, etc .. etc. It's nice to know that there
Is a non-attorney out there who can probably be recognized as the best obfuscator of them all. Commenting on
a recent United Nations report about world-wide environmental problems. Candido Mendes. a Brazilian political scientist. wrote: -[t)he fiat of sustainability of [the
report) asserts the necessary convergence of development and environmental policies in a defused historical
schedule. The engineerings of totality built this first
basic intert\vinlng between development and environment in an at-random set of the inner dynamisms of
those ecosystems. with no assessment of their selfclosing. or disruption. or dependable reading of their
effective interplay.· Huh?
An unsigned memo making the rounds at the U.N.
asks the same thin!! "I haven't a clue as to what he's
talklng about.· says a tJ.N. Information officer for envl·
ronmental programs. "The comments are a lot of blahblah and gibberish.·
A close friend of Mendes says he "thinks in abstractions and cloaks his mean1ngs in academic and diplomatic terms.· Shedding further light upon the subject.
the same friend remarked "I think the essence of what
he's saying must be seen in the context of relations
between developing and industrialized nations. There's
no question he isn't saying It with the greatest clarity.·
Mr. Mendes says he didn't intend for everybody
[anybody?) to be able to decipher his commentary.
which also touches on ·a zero-game look at the endogeneity-e..-xogeneity coupling of the variables of change.·
When asked to put this in terms that even lawyers could
understand. Mendes said, "It asks whether s ustalnabUity s hould be considered from an a priori or ad hoc
approach.Simple. now that he's used some Latin.
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